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INTRODUCTION

Your Atari "Portfolio Chess' program will play chess against
you on 10 ditferent skill levels, and offers you a wealth of
options to help you get the most enjoyment from using the
program. You may find this instruction manual useful when
you first use "Portfolio Chess", but you will soon discover
that most of the information in this manual is available on
the various HELP screens which you can display by
pressing the F2 key.
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GETTING STARTED

Plug the chess cartridge into the slot on the left side ol your
Portfolio. With the prompt line on the display showing:

c>

type:

a1 <return>

then type:

chess <return>

The program will load and initialize. Then you will be asked
to enter your name. Type up to I characters and press
<return>. (You may use the <backspace> key to correct
any errors you make when entering your name.)

Once you have entered your name, the program will
automatically switch off the computer to save the battery life
if you think for more than 5 minutes over a move. Whenever
your Portfolio computer is switched off while in the middle of
a game, the program will remember the position and be
ready to resume the game when you next switch on.
Pressing any key will turn the Portfolio back on.

The program is now ready to start the game. lf you wish to
play White, enter your first move as described below. lf you
wish to play Black, press M to start the program thinking
about its first move. (When playing Black you may first find it
more convenient to press l, so that Black's pieces are at the
bottom of the display.)
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Note: When you try running Portfolio Chess you may see
the message

'RAM disk too large' or

'run-time error R6009 = not enough space for
environment'

lf this happens you need to reconfigure your RAM disk. To
do this, type

fdisk 32 <return>

lf you wish to save the data stored on your RAM disk, copy
it to a RAM card before typing fdisk 32 <return>.

The reason for this is that the chess program is extremely
complex and takes up so much memory that it can only
work with the default 32K RAM disk (or smaller).
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THE PLAYING SCREEN

When you are playing chess you will see the current
position displayed on the LCD screen. You will also see
various other items of useful information:

. The name you have entered (up to 9 characters)

. The current playing level

o The total times taken by each player in hours,
minutes and seconds. (This is updated each time a
move is made.)
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MAKING MOVES

There are two ways to make moves when playing against
Portfolio Chess, but the principle is the same. You must first
tell the program the square lrom which you wish to move,
and then you must tell the program the square to which you
wish to move.

lf you are an experienced chess player you may prefer to do
this by using algebraic chess notation. You refer to each
square ol the chess board by its algebraic co-ordinates -
the vertical columns (files) are lettered A-H from White's left
to his right, and the horizontal rows (ranks) are labelled 1-8
from White's end of the board to Black's.

For example, if you are White and you wish to start the
game by advancing the pawn in front of your king two
squares, you would type:

E2E4

because E2 is the square from which the pawn moves, and
E4 is the square to which it moves. Once you have typed
the co-ordinates of the two squares, provided that your
move is legal the program will start to think about its reply.
You do not need to press <return>.

Another way to move the pieces is to use the cursor.
lndicate the'from" square by moving the cursor to that
square and then pressing <return>. Then move the cursor
to the "to" square and again press <return>.

You could also mix the two methods of move entry. Type E2
to indicate that you wish to move from square E2, and you
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will see the cursor jump to the E2 square. Next move the
cursor using the cursor keys, until it is on the square E4,
then press <retum>.

To enter a castling move you need only indicate the move
of the king. You may do this with the cursor, or you may use
algebraic notation in which case the castling move will be
El Gl or El Cl (if you are White) or E8G8 or E8C8 (if you
are Black).

To enter an en passant capture simply indicate your pawn
move as normal. Remember that the "to" square is not the
square occupied by the pawn being captured, it is the
square behind this pawn.

lf one of your pawns reaches the 8th rank the program
assumes that you will want to promote it to a queen. lf you
prefer to promote it to a knight, bishop or rook instead, you
should first go into User v User mode (by pressing the U
key), then make the pawn move, and finally use setup mode
(the Fl key) to change the newly created queen into the
piece of your choice.
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Pressing Esc allows you to exit from "help" mode. you can
also press Esc to cancel your move entry.

lf the computer is thinking about its move and you press
Esc, it will cut short its analysis of the position and make the
best move found so far. lt will not always do this
immediately, but will wait until it has finished its analysis of
the variation cunently under consideration.

PROGRAM FEATURES

You may use any of the features described below by
pressing the appropriate key to select that feature.

Esc = Exit

F2 = Help

F2 brings up the HELP menu and allows you to see further
help pages on individual program features.

When you press F2 you will see a list of 18 options which
are available to you. You may then press the appropriate
key to find out in detail how a particular option works.

lf you are using the HELP feature, and wish to continue with
your chess game, press Esc.

Fl = Setup position

In this mode you may set up any chess position you wish,
for example a position from a chess book or newspaper
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column. To put a piece on a square, first move the marker
(cursor) to the desired square using the cursor keys, and

then press:

K for king Q for queen
R for rook B for bishoP
N for knight P for Pawn

To clear an occupied square, press E.

When you go into set-up mode, the first piece you put on

the boird will normally be the colour of the player whose

turn it is to move next. So at the start of the game, if you use

set-up mode to change the initial position, the.first piece you

put on the board will be white. lf you wish to change the
colour of the next piece you put on the board, press S' All of

the pieces you put on the board fiom now on will be black,

until you press S again.

To clear the whole board, Press Z'

lf you change your mind when you have entered setup
position moie, and decide that you do not really wish to
change the position, press A to abort the set-up'

Once you have finished setting up your position, press F'

Note: Remember that there cannot be more than 32 pieces

on the board at the same time, so when setting up a chess
position make sure that you do not exceed this number.
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F5 = Adjust Clocks

Portfolio Chess displays chess clocks showing the amount
of thinking time that each player has used so far in the
game.

To adjust White's clock time press W, then press + once for
every 10 seconds you wish to add to White's clock time,
and press - for every 10 seconds you wish to subtract.

To adjust Black's clock time press B, and then use the +
and - keys to add or subtract time to and from Black's clock.
lf you wish to set both clocks to zero, once you have
selected the Adjust Clocks feature with F5, simply press Z.

When you have finished adjusting the clocks, press Esc.

FG = Displays the game record

When at least 4 moves have been made by each side, the
program will display the moves of the game if you wish. The
program only displays 4 moves at a time for each player,
but by using the PgUp and PgDn keys you may scroll back
and forth through the game record.

I = lnvert board

Pressing I will invert (i.e. turn round) the chess board. you
will still be playing with the same colour pieces. This is quite
convenient if you are playing Black and the computer is
White, because you will find it more convenient to have your
own men nearest to you, moving "up" the board.
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K = Hint

lf it is your turn to move and you are not sure which move to
make, press K. lf the program has analyzed a move which it
considers to be satisfactory for you, this option causes the
program to give you a hint. This normally happens on level
3 and above, and sometimes on level 2. lt only works
provided it is your move and the program has run out of
book moves. You can tell when the program is "out of book"
because when it is in its openings book it reponds quickly
on every move.

L = Change level

Pressing L increases the level. The program has 10 levels
ofskill. Level 0 is the easiest and level 9 the hardest. Level
2 is the default level. Each increase in level increases the
time taken by the computer.

Each time you press the L key the level goes up by 1. When
you reach level 9, the next press of the L key takes you

back to level 0.

On level 0 the computer normally calculates its move within
about 2 seconds. On level 9 the time can increase to 3
minutes or more.

You will find the level best suited to your own
strength by increasing or decreasing the level
your results.

playing
according to

lf you want to improve your own playing strength, try a level
which is just a little better than you are, and play on this
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level until you have improved enough to make a plus score
against the computer. Then increase the playing level for
the next game.

Note: The program has an "openings book" ofstandard
chess openings and defences. lt decides which opening or
defence to play at random, so that it can provide variety in
its games against you. When the program is still "in book",
i.e. when it is still following one of its pre-stored opening
variations, it will respond very quickly no matter which level
it has been set to play on.

M = Program to make the next move

When it is your move, pressing M makes the computer take
over the colour you have been playing, i.e. it changes sides.

N = Newgame

To start a new game press N, and then when the computer
asks if you are sure:

> New game (Y/N)?

confirm with Y or <return> (other keys cancel the
command). The previous game record is then erased from
memory and the program is ready to play a new game on
the same level of skill as before.
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P = Program v Program mode

lf you press P, the program will display >Demo and
then play against itself. Pressing Esc will normally cause
the program to exit from this mode, or you may exit ftom the
program by pressing Gtrl, Alt and Del at the same time.

Q = Quit the program

To exit from the program, press Q, and confirm with Y or
<return> (other keys cancel the command).

S = Sound on/off

You may prefer the program to work without its sound
signals. To switch the sounds off, or on again, press S.

Note: S is used to change the colour of the next piece
being put on the board if you are in set-up mode.

U = User'v user

Pressing U enables you to make a continuous sequence of
moves for both colours. This can be useful if you wish to
type in a game from a chess magazine or book, or if you
wish to set up the position after a particular opening
sequence.

When you want the computer to start playing again, press
M. lt will still recognize if the position is in its "openings
book".
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V = Display analysis

lf you press V the screen will usually display the best move
that the program has found so far. When it is on level 3 and
above (and sometimes on level 2) it will also display the
move which the computer thinks is your most likely reply.

V is a toggle key, so press V again to switch off the
analysis.

- = Take back

To take back the last move, press "-". The command can
be repeated to take back a whole sequence of moves. After
giving the command, you may resume play from the
position currently shown.

a = Step fonrard

A move or sequence taken back with the'-" key can be
replayed by using "+". You can retract and replay the same
moves as many times as you like. At any time you may
continue to play from the position cunenfly shown on the
display.
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT

Atari Corporation welcomes inquiries about your Atari
computer products. We also provide technical assistance.
Write to Customer RelationS at an address listed below.

Atari user groups also provide outstanding assistance. To
receive a list of Atari user groups in your area, send a self-
addressed, stamped envelope to an address below.

ln the United Kingdom, write to:

Atari Corp.(UK) Ltd.
P.O. 555
Slough, Berkshire
SL2 5BZ

ln Ganada, write to:

Atari (Canada) Corp.
90 Gough Road
Markham, Ontario
Canada L3R 5V5

ln the United States, write to:

Atari Corporation
Customer Relations
Post Office Box 61657
Sunnyvale, CA 94088

Please add to the outside of the envelope: User Group List
and the name of the state or county where you live, or
Technical Assistance, or the subject of your letter.
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